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Genocide Museum and
Muntassir Mamoon

THE Liberation War
Museum was established
about 25 years after the
Liberation War, and the
Genocide Museum came
to be about 45 years after
the event. The stories
are unpleasant for us as
a nation and the state. It
took almost half a century
to make one of the main
features of the Liberation
War, that is, genocide
and torture, a subject of
research and knowledge.
A lot of dreams and
aspirations are associated
with this. However, the
person whose name is
closely related to the
establishment of the
genocide museum is
Muntassir Mamoon. His
life began through literary
pursuits; later, exploring
the roots became his main
task.
Muntassir Mamoon has
involved himself with the
progressive, democratic
and cultural movement
in Bangladesh since his
student days.
During
1971 he was involved in
publishing and promoting
the cyclostyle magazine.
His historiography always
focuses on the marginal
and ordinary people.
The same phenomena
were observed while
studying his literature on
Liberation War.
There was (and is) a
grand narrative of the

Liberation
War in Bangladesh that
focuses on battle and
emphasizes the Victory.
Though glorifying war
and Victory is familiar
to the modern nationstate, this grand narrative
suppressed other aspects
of the Liberation War.
Military warfare and
military history dominate
the narrative, but it
emphasizes
genocide
and torture committed
by the Pakistani Army
in
1971.
Muntassir
Mamoon is the leading
figure in accomplishing
the task. He questioned
the conventional trend of
history and tried to explore
the diverse aspects of the
Liberation War. He gave
voice to the marginalized
people; his historiography
speaks of the masses. He
highlighted the role and
contribution of people
from different walks of
life in the Liberation War.
He then focuses on the
history of genocide and
reveals the story of tears
and pain of the mass.
He showed that the main
feature of the Liberation
War was genocide and
torture. Celebration of
the Victory suppressed
our traumatic memory
as a victim of one of the
horrific genocide of the
last century. However,
Muntassir Mamoon did
not confine himself to

the study of history and
literature. He played a
significant role as a public
intellectual. He knew
that practice had to be
institutionalized to have
substantial impact on
society. As a result, he
devised one organization
after
another,
built
research institutes, edited
journals, and paved the
way for new researchers.
His
organizational
identity is evident in the
Genocide Museum.
The Genocide Museum,
as a foremost genocide
museum in South-East
Asia,
solely
focuses
on the genocide and
torture committed by
the Pakistani rulers in
1971. This museum is the
product of a long-running
civil society movement
led by Muntassir Mamoon
and his comrades. The
brutality of the Pakistani
forces has been displayed
in the museum. A boiler
has been preserved where
the Pakistani Army used
to burn innocent people
alive.
A
motorcycle
used by the Razakars to
persecute has also been
kept there. In honor of
the martyrs, an individual
Shahid Gallery has been
made. The memorials
of martyred intellectuals
are being displayed in
the museum, which tells
us the story of the tragic
SEE PAGE 4 COL 1

Hon’ble Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina is handing over a donation check to Muntassir
Mamoon. Photo: Saiful Islam Kolol, 6 January 2020, Ganobhaban.

Remarks on Genocide Museum
My long-cherished wish to visit the Genocide
Museum come has fulfilled today. This archive
and museum will represent Bangla, Bengali and
Bangladesh as long as it practice the independence
and sovereignty of Bangladesh. The museum will
constantly inspire our existence. I wish to come
here again and again.
(Asad Mannan)
Member, Bangladesh Public Service Commission

Poet Asad Mannan visits the Genocide Museum. Trustees of
the Genocide Museum Shankar Mallick and Amal Kumar
Gain were also present there.
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Editorial
DUE to the recent wave
of the epidemic, the
country became stagnant
again. It slowed down the
pace of our work a bit. We
are losing our near ones
every day, every week,
on every month. Even
during such an epidemic,
we have celebrated the
birth anniversary of
Muntassir
Mamoon,
the President of the
Genocide Museum, on a
limited scale.
Muntasir Mamun is a
versatile personality: a
historian,
researcher,
mass historian, organizer,
sociologist, and writer.
The outcome of his
long social and political
endeavor is the Genocide
Museum, Khulna. On
the occasion of his birth
anniversary,
various
organizations
across
the country organized
multiple programs. This
is a special issue of our
Newsletter, which is
discuses some aspects
of the activities of this
legend. This is a tribute
to a researcher who has
emphasized the history
of Genocide and taken
the initiative to build a
museum to preserve the
past.
We are publishing all
of the regular sections
of the Newsletter. Our
reader will notice that
Muntassir Mamoon has a
vital presence in most of
the sections.
The main feature of the
Newsletter is the struggle
of Muntassir Mamoon to
establish the Genocide

Museum.
Researcher
and faculty of Jagannath
University, Tapan Palit
wrote about Muntassir
Mamoon’s contribution
to the movement of
justice for crimes against
humanity.
Auschwitz
Holocaust is discussed in
the ‘Genocide around the
world’ section. The piece is
excerpted from an article
by Muntassir Mamoon.
The short writing of
Muntassir Mamoon has
been published in the
special feature. Muntassir
Mamoon wrote the
preface of the book
by renowned journalist
Manas Ghosh, which has
also been published in the
museum blog. A small
part of it is also published
here.
The survey of the Pabna
district is discussed in
the regular section. In
the ‘Genocide of the
Country’ section, we
discussed the Binod Bari
Mankun Genocide.
Also, a particular article
was published this time.
Farzana Swarna writes
about
‘The
Untold
History of Moynapar
Genocide’.
We hope that the creativity
that Muntassir Mamoon
will live on us for ages.
May his creative career
continue and prosper.
We pray for the end of
the Corona epidemic, let
everyone at home and
abroad return to daily
life. Let the world hymn
with a new melody. What
more can we ask for in
this epidemic?

list of Books Published from the Genocide Museum
www.facebook.com/genocidemuseumbd

Genocide Torture Index Books

1. Amal Kumar Gain, Azgara Genocide, May 2018
2. Nazrul Islam Mondol, Taherpur Genocide, May 2018
3. Md. Nurul Islam, Chakrakhali Genocide, May 2018
4. A K M Kaisaruzzaman, Yogisho and Palash Genocide,
May 2018
5. Atiya Akhtar Luna, Mugrul Genocide, May 2018
6. Hosne Ara Khanam, Bagdhani Palpara Genocide, May
2018
7. Md. Golam Sarwar, Haripur Genocide, May 2018
8. Aminur Rahman Sultan, Shalihar Genocide, May 2018
9. Mamun Siddiqi, Comilla Police Lines Genocide, May
2018
10. Mausumi Rahman, Pakuria Genocide, August 2018

From Archive

Pakistani General Amir Abdullah Khan Niazi giving
instructions to the Razakars, Khalishpur, Khulna, 1971;
Photograph: Abbas Attar

Books Written in Defense of the Razakar
THE
genocide
perpetrated in Bangladesh
was one of the most
brutal genocides of the
twentieth century. From
March 25, 1971, to the
period of 8 months 2
weeks, and 3 days, the
nature of this genocide
was horrible. In this
genocide, the Bengalis
were
systematically
killed,
women
were
tortured brutally, their
homes were burnt down,
even abductions and
brutal physical torture
were perpetrated here.
The Razakar, Al-Badr,
Al-Shams, and Peace
Committees,
including
Bengali and non-Bengali,
were complicit in these

atrocities
with
the
Pakistan Army. In a word,
we know them as the
killers of 1971.
The Pakistani army was
not familiar with the
people or the geography
of this country. For this,
they needed the help of
the local people. The
Razakars, Al-badass, Alshams, and the members
of the Peace Committee
comprising Bengali and
non-Bengali
members
took the lead in this
work. During the nine
months of the Liberation
War, the Pakistani army
carried out indiscriminate
genocide on the people of
Bangladesh. Sometimes
they
were
directly

Exhibition of Genocide Museum
involved in perpetrating
genocide.
The killers of 1971 did not
stop at just killing. They
abducted the girls from
the house to house, raped
them
indiscriminately,
and killed them. From
looting to raping, they
left no form of cruelty.
In the name of Islam,
they have killed, raped,
plundered, and burnt
down the Hindus. People
were forced to leave the
country for good.
After 1971 they came to

power again by some
political retaliation. Not
only that, this time, they
shamelessly
published
books
defending
themselves.
These
assassins are: Ghulam
Azam, Muhammad Ain
ud-Din, Saa’d Ahmad, K.
M. Aminul Haque, A. K.
M. A. Khalek Majumdar.
The president of the
museum,
Muntassir
Mamoon has donated the
books written in support
of their defense to the
Genocide Museum.

The books are
1. Study Circle by Ghulam
Azam
2. Shikol Pora Dinguli
by A. K. M. K Khalek

Majumdar
3. Ami Al-Badr Bolsi by
K. M. Aminul Haque
4. Mujiber Karagare
Sare Satso Din by Saa’d

Books written by the collaborators of 1971. Inventory No: GANIAGA/ 93-97 / 2020

The Success of the Movement for Trial of Crimes Against Humanity: The Role
of Muntassir Mamoon
Tapan Palit *
THE movement for the
trial of crimes against
humanity is a significant
civil movement after
the Liberation War. We
had waited 40 years
for the success of this
movement. The public
was made ready for this
movement. And this took
a very long way. Professor
Muntassir
Mamoon
always says, “If you don’t
get on the street, the
demand is not fulfilled.”
From this belief that he
has spent his entire life
on the streets as well as
teaching. For the sake of
demand, he has continued
writing,
established
different organizations,
and even approached
the court many times.
Today, many are working
on the foundation which
Professor
Mamoon
has built in his long
career through writing,
meetings, organization,
and movement. He is
a teacher who conveys
history to the public. To
build a liberal society,
he has played a vital
role in creating political
discourse and as a leading
figure in the fight against
fundamentalism and antiliberation forces.
He has played an
important role since
the beginning of the
movement of the trial of
crimes against humanity
as the vice-president of
The Ghatak-Dalal Nirmul
Committee of 1971. He
came forward when many
refused to testify on the

trial of war criminals. He
was the first witness in
the International Criminal
Court’s indictment against
top war criminal Ghulam
Azam. Hefazat-e-Islam
threatened to occupy
Dhaka if the Gana Jagaran
Mancha was established
in Shahbagh centered on
the trial of war criminals.
Hefazat-e-Islam attacked
Dhaka on May 5, 2013,
during a nationwide strike
called by the Nirmul
Committee. On their
way to Dhaka, several
thousand Hefazat activists
attacked a meeting of the
Nirmul Committee in
Mohakhali and vandalized
the meeting place. Despite
his uncle Mohiuddin
Khan
Alamgir,
the
then Home Minister,
Muntassir
Mamoon
protested in the streets.
He found it necessary
to stop the violence of
Hefazat. Even then, it was
not possible to stop the
violence in Hefazat. The
police or we tried hard
but could not remove him
from the meeting place.
He just said, ‘’One day, a
man next to me was shot
dead on this highway
while protesting rights. I
could have died that day.
So, there is nothing to
be afraid of.” As much
as I was surprised to see
his steadfast position,
my respect for him has
increased a thousandfold.
Like many, he has not
just finished his duties by
lecturing or taking classes
in the AC room; he has
led the way in overcoming

obstacles and realizing
demands from the streets.
He has always been
involved in the public
interest to keep the
spirit of the Liberation
War active in society.
He submitted a writ
petition to remove the
fake shrine behind the
central Shaheed Minar,
a writ petition against
the establishment on
the name of the antiLiberation War and war
criminals, and a writ
petition to preserve the
mass killing fields and
the genocide spots. And
he has got the rule for
each of them. That is
why the road named after
Khulna’s top war criminal
Khan A Sabur got back
its former name ‘’Jessore
Road’’. He wrote a
column on the front page

of the newspaper and
pointed out to the mass
that Golap Shah Mazar
is not a shrine in the true
sense. His bold move
helped to alleviate the
blindness of the masses.
Muntassir Mamoon was
in jail on false charges
for protesting the BNPJamaat coalition terrorist
attacks
on
religious
minorities after the 2001
elections. But he never
fled away from the street
out of fear. All of his
research work, speeches,
statements,
thoughts,
the establishment of
organizations
are
a
beacon for the Nation.
Abul Fazl was called the
conscience of the Nation.
In that sense, Muntassir
Mamoon can be called
the torchbearer of the
Nation.
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Genocide Across the World
The Horror of the Holocaust: Auschwitz

Binod Bari Mankun Genocide

BINOD BARI Mankun
is a village in Barogram
Union of Muktagachha
Police
Station
in
Mymensingh district. On
2 August in 1971, a brutal
genocide was perpetrated
by the Pakistani Army in
this village.
It was in the middle of
Shravan (the 4th Month
in Bangla Calendar). In
the morning, the Pakistani
Army, along with the local
allies, surrounded several
villages.
At first, they attacked a
Hindu house near Binod
Bari Mankun Market and
killed three people. Then
they entered the village,
firing incessantly.
Many tried to save the
life by hiding themselves
in field or forest, paddy
granary, etc. But Razakars
caught them and gathered
22 innocent men and
women and shot them
mercilessly.
Pakistani Army killed an
Awami League activist
and a dweller of Binodbari
Mankon village with his
wife and their children,
including a one-year-old
child. They used to help
the freedom fighters. The
Army killed 18 people
in that house on the day.
Hajer Mondol’s son, a
total of 3 members of
their family, survived that
day; the invaders killed
the rest. The 7-monthold younger sister was
shot dead while lying on
her mother’s lap. Pakistani
forces cut off her aunt’s
breast.
Dalal Ali Akbar of
Darikrishnapur brutally
killed 17 people. The
innocent
people
of
Darikrishnapur
took
shelter in Muktarbari
to escape the Pakistani
Army that day, believing
that Mukta was an
educated person and
might save them from
the Pakistani forces. But
Muktar himself handed
them over to the Pakistani
troops.
Hafiza, a two-year-old
child of Darikrishnapur
village, experienced the
killing of her parents
from her mother’s lap.
Banesha Khatun came

to her father’s house in
Darikrishnapur to give
her first childbirth; the
attackers also killed her.
Her aunt, Nur Banu, is the
survivor of that day who
still carries the wound in
her body. Ambia, a twoyear-old child, and Firoja
Khatun, a two-and-a-halfyear-old child, were not
spared.
On that day, in Baisya
Bill, 28 people were
killed standing together
by the Razakar Al-Badr.
They also killed another
14 people in Uttar Para
village of Katalsha. Led
by Ashraf Faruqi, the
students and teachers of
Kamal Kha’s Madrassa
in Jamalpur village killed
13 farmers cooperated by
the Pakistani Army. Allies
of the Pakistani forces
occupied many houses
of the Hindu community
and forced many Hindus
to convert.
They did not leave any
house of several villages
from looting and arson
in those areas. More than
three hundred people in
the area were the victim
of genocide on that day.
Innocent people from
different areas, including
Binod Bari Mankun were
taken and tortured in the
city. In 1971, the Pakistani
set up some torture cells
in the Muktagachha town.
The abode of the Al-Badr
was near the large mosque
on Surjakanta Road in the
city.
The locals and the
freedom fighters were
arrested and tortured at
the office of the former
Tati Samiti on the second
floor. The razakars used
abandoned houses as
torture cells. They carried
out anti-social activities
on the east side of the
municipal building (now
the municipal general
library) and at Sannalbari
behind the police station.
Many
women
were
abducted from different
areas and tortured in this
place.
Author: Shanta Potronobish
Date of Publication:
December, 2014
Price: 125 Taka

THE village named
Oświęcim is 35 miles
from Kraków. The Vistula
river flows on one side of
the town, and Sola flows
on the other side. There is
a wetland between them
and also a railroad in the
neighborhood. Previously
there
had
Polish
barracks in Auschwitz.
In Oświęcim, there were
eight two-story and 14
one-story
buildings.
Hitler invaded Poland
in September 1939 and
started World War II.
After the occupation of
Poland, Hitler wanted
to
destroy
Poland’s
political and intellectual
leadership.
Reich’s
military officials regard
Oświęcim as perfect for

were also Catholic priests
and Jews. They were
brought from Tarnow.
Camp in charge Höss
was already complaining
that “the local people
were too much Polish
and they are ready to take
any action against the
members of the hated
SS.” So, by 1940 the land
around Auschwitz was
confiscated for security
reasons amounting to 40
square kilometers.
The main gate was built
in 1940 and remains. The
features of the gate are
there are written in large
letters Arbeit Macht Frei
(“Work sets you free”).
The slogan was also
reported on the Dachau
concentration

Qwe: Lvev‡ii Rb¨ BD‡µ‡bi RbM‡Yi wfo, BD‡µb
BDGmGmAvi, 1933
Dr. Muntassir Mamoon in front of the Auschwitz
this. The village is very
near It is decided that a
camp will be set up here.
Barbed wire fences will
surround 20 barracks. The
officers’ accommodation,
the soldiers’ hospital,
etc., was planned to build
here. Rudolf Höss was
facilitated with a separate
comfortable house with
million marks allocation.
The amount was huge at
that time. Höss started to
live in a hotel in Oświęcim.
The name of the village
changed into Auschwitz
from Oświęcim.
The construction of
the prison camp was
underway.
In June 1940, a train
carrying
728
Polish
political
prisoners
stopped at Auschwitz
station. The journey of
Auschwitz started with
these 782 people.
Among them, all were not
political activists. There

From library

camp, which Höss liked.
The authorities wanted
Auschwitz as a slave camp.
But gradually became not
just a slave camp, but a
Polish political prisoner,
a concentration camp
for the Jewish, the soviet
soldier.
The concentration camps
made by the Nazis
were the same. It was
designed with a vast area,
prisoners’ barracks, and
gas chambers or electric
furnaces for burning.
And there were hospitals
where various kinds of
‘scientific’ experiments
were also carried out.
Some
barracks
in
Auschwitz have been
turned into museums.
The pattern of all these
museums is also the
same. There are the
prisoners’
belongings,
photographs,
torture
SEE PAGE 4 COL 1

District Survey of Genocide Museum
Genocide-Mass Killing Field and Mass
Grave Survey: Pabna District

LIKE other districts of
Bangladesh, Pabna also
witnessed the horror of
genocidal events in 1971
by the Pakistani Army.
The marks of brutality
are still scattered all over
the place. The book titled
‘Genocide Mass Killing
Field and Mass Grave
Survey: Pabna District’
focuses on the genocidal
events perpetrated in
1971 in Pabna. The
authors of the book are
Roknuzzaman Babul and
Sheuly Khatun.
During the Liberation
War,
Pabna
district
was the only means of
communication between
North Bengal and South
Bengal and between
Dhaka and North Bengal.
For this reason, the
Pakistani military decided
Pabna specifically to
establish their camp.
Before 1971, Pabna was
dominated by Jamaat-eIslami. In the name of
establishing Islam, they
killed Hindus and Awami
League members. As a
result, genocide, torture,
arson, rape, and looting
were carried out on a
large scale in Pabna.
Various books published
on
Pabna
district
include
information
on 8 genocides, mass
killing fields, and mass
graves only, while 21
are mentioned in some
other books. But after

field research, the survey
revealed a total of 133
genocidal spots in the
Pabna district.
The book contains an
incomplete list of martyrs
and the location of
the graves of freedom
fighters. The book also
discusses the patterns of
the genocide perpetrated
by the Pakistani Army.
The highest number of
genocides in Pabna was
perpetrated in Sadar and
Ishwardi Upazilas. The
number of genocidal
events and spots in Pabna
are 8 in Atgharia, 33 in
Ishradi, 7 in Chatmohar,
33 in Pabna Sadar, 8
in Faridpur, 5 in Bera,
10 in Sathia, and 29 in
Sujanagar.
Although,
the list is incomplete.
Because in the last five
decades, influential local
leaders seized many areas
that contained mass
killing fields and mass
graves. After 50 years of
the Liberation War, it is
impossible to find out the
actual number of people
killed in the genocide. Still,
through this study, it will
be possible to estimate
the scale of genocide in
the Pabna district in 1971.
Author: Rokonuzzaman
Babul and Shuly Khatun
Date of Publication:
February, 2018
Price: 200 Taka

Boushgari Killing Field, Pabna

Books on Auschwitz Genocide

1. Charlotte Delbo, Auschwitz and After, Yale University Press, 2014
2. Marie Jalowicz Simon, Underground in Berlin: A Young Woman’s Extraordinary Tale of
Survival in the Heart of Nazi Germany, Little, Brown Spark; Reprint edition (May 3, 2016)
3. Primo Levi, Survival In Auschwitz, Simon & Schuster; Reprint edition (September 1, 1996)
4. David Cesarani, Final Solution: The Fate of the Jews 1933-1949, St. Martin’s Press (November 8, 2016)
5. Devin O. Pendas, The Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial, 1963–1965: Genocide, History, and the
Limits of the Law, Cambridge University Press; Illustrated edition (March 8, 2010)
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The Horror of the
Holocaust: Auschwitz
FROM PAGE 3

cells, electric furnaces,
and gas chambers. In one
barrack, the clothes worn
by prisoners are kept, and
another is with the sandal
shoes. The photographs
are everywhere in the
museum..
After
barrack
after
barrack, there comes
Höss’s luxurious house,
now probably used as an
office.
Many camps or subcamps were built around
Auschwitz. What we
saw was the original
Auschwitz. The prisoners
had to work in factories
as slave laborers. There
were even sub-camps for
agricultural production.
There were more than
6,000 SS members in
Auschwitz to guard and
maintain the prisoners.
Staff was selected from
among the prisoners
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for other work. At first,
Germans were taken who
were not only Jews. Later,
Polish Gentiles and Jews
were also included. The
arrangements for their
victuals were quality. The
Capo or inspector, peon,
etc., were superior to
them by rank, selected
from the prisoners. By
order of the SS, they also
tortured the prisoners.
There was a particular
group
called
Sonderkommando whose
job was to take the Jews to
the gas chambers. Many
prisoners died on the
train while bringing them
from different countries/
regions by train. The task
of the Sonderkommando
was to retrieve the
bodies and collect their
belongings. Those killed
in the gas chambers, their
ornaments, gold teeth,
hair were all assembled,
and then the corpses were
burnt. Those collected
materials were shipped
to Germany. Their ration

or accommodation was
better than the prisoners.
In addition, they used to
aside some items from
the corpses with which
they exchanged goods
with the prisoners and the
SS. However, they were
not fortunate to survive;
they were also taken to
the gas chamber. Before
Auschwitz was closed,
about 100 of them were
taken to the Mauthausen
concentration camp in
Austria.
After being taken to
Auschwitz, the prisoners
were given special marks
on their bodies and
clothing. Soviet war
prisoners were numbered
on the left side of the
chest, and civilians were
left. Prisoners’ clothes
were
marked
with
triangles under their
serial numbers with cloth
of different colors. The
Polish political prisoners
had a red triangle; the
criminals, who were
primarily Germans, had

a green triangle. The
vagabonds, prostitutes,
or gypsies had a black
triangle. The color of
the triangle of Jehovah’s
Witnesses was purple.
The homosexuals, who
were primarily Germans
marked by a pink triangle.
There were about 5 to 15
thousand homosexuals
in the camp. There was
a yellow triangle for
the Jews. As I wrote
before, there were many
medical experiments in
Auschwitz. Among them,
Dr. Josef Mengele was
the most notorious.
The place between blocks
10 and 11 was called
the ‘death well.’ Here
‘criminal’ prisoners were
shot in the head and
killed. A statistic shows
that 11,274 prisoners
and 6,314 war prisoners
were killed here. Most
of the detainees were
Polish political activists.
Before they were shot,
many shouted, “Long
live Poland, long live

freedom.”
Camp
Commander Höss wrote:
“execution orders arrived
in an unbroken stream.”
The story of all the
concentration
camps
is the same. The fate
of those who were
captured was the same,
especially of the Jews.
They were gathered from
the Ghetto then sent to
various prisoner camps
by train. This train was
called Cattle Train. The
prisoners were with their
families while on the train.
If they survived there,
the men and women
were separated in prison.
Then they were sent to
different barracks. Even
then, many who survived
this hell were sometimes
reunited with their family.
Those who survived have
written stories of their
survival.
While visiting Auschwitz,
people
see
this
Auschwitz-2 (Birkenau).
The Red Army liberated
Auschwitz 1 and 2 on

January 27, 1945. A
Soviet soldier named
Georgie Elizabeth came
to Auschwitz. He found
about 7,000 prisoners
were in three camps.
“Comrade, you are free,”
he said in Russian, Polish,
Ukrainian, and German.
But no one moved. The
prisoners thought they
were being persuaded.
Many wanted to hide.
Then he said in naïve
polish, ‘Don’t be afraid. I
am a colonel in the Soviet
army and a Jew. We came
to set you free. Then
everyone came running
screaming, hugged our
legs, started kissing our
hands.’
They
found
more
than 600 bodies in
three main camps and
500 sub-camps. Also
found 437,000 women’s
clothing, men’s suits of
370,000 and 74,000 pairs
of shoes, and 7,000 kg of
hair.

Genocide Museum and Muntassir Mamoon
FROM PAGE 1

history of 1971. The
famous note of Tajuddin
Ahmed is being displayed
in the gallery. The bullet
used in the historical 7th
March is also shining in
the museum. There are
various documents of
Pro-Pakistani
activists
displayed in the museum.
The four walls of the
museum portray the
tragedy of the genocide.
All are testifying that we
have this independent
country in exchange of
blood: ‘Ek Shagor Rokter
Binimoye..’
The
Museum’s
responsibility is confined
not only to just visiting;
there is also a research
center and archive. The
research center published
a report on the Survey
of
genocidal events
conducted throughout the
country and the Genocide
Index. It focuses on the

narrative of local people.
The Centre has already
published more than 150
books and the work is
still ongoing. The Survey
based on district would
change the history of
the Liberation War and
genocide of 1971.
Before this Survey, the
Muktijudhakosh, edited
by Muntassir Mamoon,
had the highest number
of spots on genocide,
mass killing fields, mass
graves,
and
torture
centers, almost 905.
And, the mainstream
historiography claims that
the number of martyrs
in the Liberation War of
Bangladesh was 3 million.
The Survey, conducted
by
the
Genocide
Museum, finds almost
15,731 genocidal spots
in 32 districts. In other
words, an average of 492

Dr. Muntassir Mamoon is speaking at the 2nd International
Conference on Genocide Museum

genocides has taken place
in each district. If this
average of 492 genocides
took place in 64 districts,
then the total number of
genocidal spots sums up
to 31,488. The results of
the Survey will undermine
the numerical debate and
tendency to minimize the
scale of genocide.
‘Genocide Index’ is a
description of single
genocidal
events.
It
targets
the
events
which the Mainstream
generally neglects. This
work is entirely based
on the testimony of the
witnesses and victims.
Genocide
Museum
is taking the various
initiative to revive the
spirit of the Liberation
War. These activities
include preserving the
tragic history of genocide
and torture, the training
of researchers, and the
organizing of different
seminars.
The Genocide Museum
has launched a PGT
course on Liberation
War-Genocide Torture.
About 525 trainees have
already taken 6 courses in
Khulna, Rajshahi, Barisal,
Comilla, Dinajpur, and
Jessore. The most notable
aspect of this four-month
training course was the
field-level research on
the Genocide-Liberation
War after completing it
and preparing a thesis.

Dr. Muntassir Mamoon is handing over a bronze sculpture of Bangabandhu made by the Genocide
Museum to Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina. Museum Trust Vice-President Hashem Khan, Trustee Poet
Tariq Sujat and Trustee Secretary Dr. Chowdhury Shahid Kader were also present on the occssion.

Generally, the trainees
submit their thesis on
genocidal events of
their respective area, the
refugee crisis of 1971,
battle, etc.
One of the major initiatives
is to commemorate the
victims of genocide is to
build memorials. It aims
to present the history
of genocide to the new
generation. The Museum
has already set up 50
memorials in Khulna,
Rajshahi, and Panchagarh.
The memorials exhibit
the history of genocide
to the locals, as well as
the next generation. The
commemoration
and
manifesting honor to
the victims of genocide
is significant for the
formation of identity as
Bangali. The memorial
will convey the history
and its spirit from
generation to generation.
Genocide Museum reveals

a glimpse of Muntassir
Mamoon’s entire life: an
organizer, a historian,
a social activist, and a
public intellectual. He has
built an organization that
facilitates the research;
they enrich the Liberation
War’s
history.
This
Museum is the product
of about 20-25 years of
the civil movement. He
recalls his long-running
campaign in his recent
book,
‘GonohottaJadighor: Rastro, Rajniti O
Adhipotto’ (The Museum
of
Genocide: State,
Politics, and Hegemony).
Many ministers, including
Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina, came forward to
establish this Museum,
but the bureaucracy
of
Bangladesh
has
obstructed it in every step.
His painful experience is
expressed in the following
sentence: “Even if the
country is independent
due to the Liberation

War, but it is difficult
to have a museum or a
memorial related to it.”
The financial crisis and
other expenses of the
Museum had to be solved
by selling the paintings of
artist Hashem Khan. This
is how the journey of the
Museum started. Today,
that Museum has emerged
as one of the essential
cultural
and
social
institutions in Bangladesh.
Through new research,
publications, international
seminars, etc., excitement
is being created in the
home and abroad about
the
Liberation
War
and genocide of 1971.
Muntassir Mamoon is
constantly creating new
things.
May the genre of
Muntassir
Mamoon’s
creativity
continue.
Bangladesh still waits for
his work to finish.
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List of the Bangladesh Genocide
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330.
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Name						
Date
Saiyarpur Itkhola Genocide; Sadar, Moulvibazar 		
26-29 March
Jessore Railway Station Genocide, 			
28 March
Madhabpur Tea Garden Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar 28 March
Bakchar Genocide; Sadar, Jessore 			
29 March
Rail station Madrasa Genocide; Sadar, Jessore 		
4 April
Sasthitola Genocide; Sadar, Jessore 			
4 April
Fatima Hospital Genocide; Sadar, Jessore 			
4 April
Purbasha Bosti Genocide; Srimangal, Moulvibazar
4 April
Kalighat Road Genocide; Srimangal, Moulvibazar 		
4 April
Kotwali Thana Genocide; Sadar, Jessore 			
4 April
Murli Mor Genocide; Sadar, Jessore 			
5 April
Jessore Sadar Hospital Genocide on 			
5 April
Maulvi Tea Garden Genocide; Sadar, Moulvibazar 		
15 April
Majidpur Genocide; Rajnagar, Moulvibazar 		
16 April
Laxmipur Village Genocide; Jhikargachha, Jessore 		
17 April
Sadhubabar Gachathala Genocide; Srimangal, Moulvibazar 18 April
Bahadurpur Genocide; Sadar, Jessore 			
18 April
Potapara-Lautala Genocide; Sharsha, Jessore 		
21 April
Goyara Village Genocide; Sharsha, Jessore 		
24 April
Devbari Genocide; Srimangal, Moulvibazar 		
30 April
Gazipur Tea Garden Genocide; Rajnagar, Moulvibazar
April
Dighaliarabad Village Genocide; Abhaynagar, Jessore
mid-April
Khagteka Akhra Genocide; Baralekha, Moulvibazar end of the April
Juri Kalibari Genocide; Juri, Moulvibazar
end of the April
Khindur Genocide; Sadar, Moulvibazar 			
1 May
Varaucha Tea Garden Genocide; Srimangal, Moulvibazar 1 May
Bauerbhag Genocide; Sadar, Moulvibazar 			
1 May
Pancheshwar Genocide; Rajnagar, Moulvibazar 		
1 May
Chaitraghat Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar 		
2 May
Protapi Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar 		
2 May
Deorachhara Tea Garden Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar 3 May
Alinagar Tea Garden Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar 3 May
Naria Genocide; Sadar, Moulvibazar 			
5 May
Srigobindapur Tea Garden Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar 5 May
Monubridge Genocide; Sadar, Moulvibazar 		
5 May
Kulaura Railway Colony Genocide; Kulaura, Moulvibazar 6 May
Raishree Genocide; Sadar, Moulvibazar 			
7 May
Panchgaon Genocide; Rajnagar, Moulvibazar 		
7 May
Pushainagar Genocide; Kulaura, Moulvibazar 		
7 May
Mirzapur Tea Garden Genocide; Srimangal, Moulvibazar 12 May
Manubridge Genocide; Sadar, Moulvibazar 		
12 and 13 May
Chatura Bridge Genocide; Rajnagar, Moulvibazar 		
14 May
Magura Bazaar Genocide; Abhaynagar, Jessore 		
15 May
Singia Mor Genocide; Sadar, Jessore 			
20 May
South Side of the Upazila Animal Hospital Genocide; Borolekha,
Moulvibazar 						
first of May
334.
Patrokhola Tea Garden Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar May
335.
Kurma Tea Garden Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar May
336.
Prembagh School Genocide; Abhaynagar, Jessore 		
May
337.
Dasherbazaar Genocide; Borolekha, Moulvibazar 		
May
338.
Dhloi Tea Garden Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar at the end of May
339.
Phultala Tea Garden Genocide; Kulaura, Moulvibazar at the end of May
340.
Chengutia Railway Station Genocide; Abhaynagar, Jessore June
341.
Goga village Genocide; Sharsha, Jessore 			
9 July
342.
Shahbazpur High School Genocide; Borolekha, Moulvibazar July
343.
Pazia Union Genocide; Keshabpur, Jessore 		
7 August
344.
Kapalia Genocide; Monirampur, Jessore 			
11 August
345.
Vanubil Genocide; Kamalganj, Moulvibazar 		
22 August
346.
Chinetola Genocide; Monirampur, Jessore 		
23 October
347.
Rajnagar Tea Garden Genocide; Rajnagar, Moulvibazar
October
348.
Khalagram Genocide; Rajnagar, Moulvibazar
26 and 29 November
349.
Rajghat Tea Garden Genocide; Srimangal, Moulvibazar 6 December
350.
Benapole Customs Office Genocide; Sharsha, Jessore
6 December
351.
Shilghat Tea Garden Genocide; Juri, Moulvibazar first week of December
352.
Sufalakathi Union Genocide; Keshabpur, Jessore 		
in the middle
							of Shravan month
** Continuing
***List Made by Genocide Museum.

The Untold History of Moynapar Genocide:
* Farzana Swarna
PAKISTAN was born on
August 14, 1947, liberated
from British colonial
rule based on religious
nationalism. But the
collective dream of the
Bengali Muslims, which
welcomed the birth of
Pakistan warmly, did not
materialize under different
circumstances. From the
very beginning of the birth
of Pakistan, the ruling class
turned East Pakistan into
a new colony. Although
the constitution adopted
equality between the two
regions of the country,
it was not implemented.
Moreover, from the very
beginning, the ruling
class denied the right of
Bengalis, in particular, to
participate in every sphere
of national life. As a
result, the Bengalis started
demanding
autonomy
through various programs
and movements. In the
context of such demands,
the language movement
of ‘52, the election of
‘54, the six points of ‘66,
the mass uprising of ‘69,
the general election of
‘70 hold. Finally, through
the liberation war of ‘71,
independent Bangladesh
emerged.
Although the glory of
the Liberation War has
been discussed widely,
history of genocide has
not been discussed much.
In particular, the history
of the then sub-division
Thakurgaon, Panchagarh
in the northern district of
Greater Dinajpur has not
been adequately evaluated.
In the books published
on the Liberation War
up to the present time,
it is very natural that the
writers have described
the events seen within
their boundaries in the
light of their ambiguity.
Much of the information
about the numerous
genocides, especially in
greater Dinajpur, is still
unknown. Even today,
many mass graves and
mass killing fields have
not been identified. As a
result, many mass graves
have been lost. I think it
is essential to find these
mass graves for the sake
of national history.
In 1971, like the rest of
the country, the Pakistani
forces had perpetrated
brutal genocide, looting,
and rape in the Thakurgaon
district. Many memorial
plaques have already been
erected in various places
as a mark of Pakistanis’
brutal genocide. Still, the
mass grave at Moynapara
in Sukhanpukuri Union
in Thakurgaon district
has not been identified.
The mass killing fields
in
different
places

have
witnessed
the
indiscriminate genocide of
the Pakistani forces during
the war. The signs of this
heinous murder of history
are scattered in other
parts of the Thakurgaon
district. According to the
conventional information,
19 mass killing fields have
been found in this district.
The graves of 2/4 people
were not considered
in this count. But new
mass killing fields are still
being discovered now.
The unknown story of
genocides is coming into
the light. Moynapar mass
killing fields is one of
them.
Moynapar is a village in 18
No Sukhanpukuri Union
of Thakurgaon Sadar
Upazila. There is a mass
killing field in this area.
The mass killing fields
have not been recognized;
no memorial has been
built on the spot.
In the last week of April
1971, a brutal genocide
occurred in Moynapar.
The brutality of the killings
was unimaginable; the
local villagers witnessed
the horrible incident. In an
interview of a local villager
named Sri Nalendra Nath
it has been known that, on
that day, 25 women, men,
and children were killed
in Moynapar, not by rifle
guns nor bayonets, but by
sharp bamboo arrows. Of
these 25, 12 were from the
same family.
In late April 1971, the
Pakistani invaders attacked
the town. At that time,
many people were going
to the border area from
the nearby cities. At the
behest of the Pakistani
army, some local Razakars
chased and brought them
to a canal in Moynapar
and gathered 25 villagers
there. They then stabbed
them to death with sharp
bamboo sticks. Most of
them were half-dead. The
Pakistani invaders buried
the dead and half-dead
together.
The houses were looted,
and set on fire. Nilendra
Roy Barman, a son
of the martyr’s family,
narrated the incident
from Megha. He told the
brutal genocide of that
day. While the Pakistani
soldiers were stabbing
people to death with
bamboo sticks, an 8-yearold boy, Upendra Nath,
was bleeding and asked
for water from a Pakistani
soldier. The soldier did
not show any mercy
instead threw the boy
to death. The 25 bodies
were dumped in a pit, first
layered with a thorny tree
and then buried with the
soil. One of the members
of the martyr’s family is
Nalindranartha Varman.

He was 11/12 years old in
1971. Later, he heard from
a local named Megha that
some were still alive when
the 25 bodies were buried
on the ground. Megha
witnessed the whole
incident behind the bush.
Those who were killed in
Moynapara on that day
they are:
1.

Sri Vobeshwar Barman.
55, Agriculture
2. Sri Romanath Barman,
45, Agriculture
3. Sri Dhonohori Barman,
14/15, Class 5
4. Sri Upendranath
Barman, 8, Class 1
5. Srimoti Shormila,
30/32, House Wife
6. Srimoti Lotika Barman,
House Wife
7. Sri Suvash Chanda
Barban, 42, Agriculture
8. Srihori Duposmori
Barman, 42, Agriculture
9. Srimoti Surubala
Barman, 13, Class 3
10. Srimoti Sobobala
Barban, 17, Class 4
11. Srimoti Koushola
Barban, 17
12. Jotindranath Barban,
60, Agriculture

List of other Martyrs:

13. Srimoti Pusho Beoya,
55, House Wife
14. Srimoti Panchomi
Barban, 18
15. Sri Nokmoti Barman,
50, Agriculture
16. Sri Vutori Barban, 30,
17. Sri digendranath
Barban, 55
18. Sri Purnachandro, 40
19. Ajit, 35
20. Ashok, 20
21. Notika, 5

Only these 22 names of
the martyrs are found. The
rest 3 are unknown.
Except for a few people in
this village, no one knows
about these brutal killings.
So far, no government
or private initiative has
been taken to protect the
memory of the martyrs.
Two members of the
martyr’s family, who lost
their 12 members, are
still alive. They are Shri
Nilendra Nath Barman
and
Nalindra
Nath
Barman. Their father was
martyr Ramanath Barman
and their mother, martyr
Belenshari Barman. Sri
Nilendranartha Varman
was formerly a member
of UP. He and his brother
are currently engaged in
agriculture. The financial
condition of both of
them is deplorable.
But they have no grief
or complaints about this.
They only longed for a
memorial to be erected on
the killing fields of their
relatives.
*Lecturer, Ratnai Bogol
Bari School and College,
Thakurgaon
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Muntassir Mamoon

MY acquaintance with
Manas Ghosh is nearly
for two eras. If my
memory does not betray,
I will say, we first met in
Delhi in 1998 when I was
returning to Dhaka after a
long month of meetings
with
the
Pakistani
policymakers. Me and Mr.
Mohiuddin Ahmed were
traveling from Karachi
to Delhi. He passed away
just a few days ago. He
might have told his Friend
in Delhi that we had just
returned from Pakistan.
As a journalist, Manas
Ghosh had heard that.
He came to meet us. A
piece of news appeared
in the Delhi edition of
The Statesman the next
day: What the Pakistani
policymakers
thought
in 1971? Maybe Manas
Ghosh was associated
with the Delhi version
of the Statesman, or he
came to Delhi may for
professional purposes.
Since then, a long time
has passed. When Sheikh
Hasina came to power in
1996, Manas Ghosh came
to Dhaka, but we did
not meet. Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina knew him.
He also had close ties with
journalists and politicians
of his generation. Then
I found out that he
had done many reports
on
the
Bangladesh
Liberation War as a young
journalist. He has been
in Dhaka since 1972 as
a representative of the
Statesman. We also started
journalism at that time we
did not meet. Gradually
Manas Ghosh became
our Manasdaa. Whenever
we visited Calcutta, we
had to meet him. Also,
when he came to Dhaka,
he communicated with
me or Shahriar Kabir.
He was the editor when
the Bangla version of
The Statesman started its
journey.
He published various
pieces of Shahriar, Abdul
Gaffar
Chowdhury,
and mine. There is no
doubt that Manasda
introduced us to the
readers of West Bengal.
We loved him because
he was transparent and
as friendly as sincere; at
the same time, he was a
sensitive person. His love
for Bangalis like us was
more than the Ghotis
(ethno-linguistically
Bengali); his love for
Bangladesh was even
more incredible. During
honoring the foreign
friends in the Liberation
War, I and Shahriar both
suggested his name first.
And his contribution of

gathering public opinion
in favor of the Liberation
War
of
Bangladesh
was
unanimously
acknowledged
by
everyone.
I insisted Manasda on
writing the story of the
Liberation War every
time we met in DhakaCalcutta. I have heard
much about the war
from him, including the
events after 1972. This
time, while staying with
his daughter in Chennai
during Corona, he got
emotional leisure. After
finishing the transcript,
and said that the Niyogi
would publish his book. I
was so glad to hear that.
And I was honored to
ask to write something.
After 50 years of the
Liberation War, it feels
good to think that a
‘foreigner’ has written
about the Liberation War
of Bangladesh. In fact,
to our generation, 1971
is nostalgic and the most
significant event of life.
On the golden jubilee of
Bangladesh, this book is
a gift from our officially
declared Friend. And 50
years later, he completed
his long-cherished work,
which is a reason for his
peace of mind.
The name of Manas
Ghosh’s
book
is
Bangladesh War: Report
from Ground Zero. His
story started in 1970.
At that time, he has just
joined Statesman, India’s
oldest and most popular
magazine. It can be
said [cub reporter]. The
second Asian Highway
Car Rally has started
from Tehran to Dhaka.
The destination is Dhaka.
60 contestants joined in
the rally. He went to the
Bangaon border to collect
news about the rally. Four
days ago, a cyclone hit the
coast of Bangladesh in
1970. Without having any
aid, the affected people
were furious in anger. In
Bangaon, he talked with
three Bengali officials.
They were telling him
about their rage, about
the probability of Sheikh
Mujib’s unparallel victory
in the upcoming elections.
They
wanted
these
‘sentiments’ or ‘news’
to be portrayed by the
journalists. To verify the
integrity of their report,
he was told to contact
the swimmer Brozen Das,
who was then stationed in
Calcutta.
Not only India, the
people of West Bengal,
or the journalists were
not aware of the Bengalis.
Even they were not

interested. Manas Ghosh
also had little idea about
East Pakistan and its
people. The three officials
found that officials kept
the Indian aid in the
warehouses while people
died without relief. The
reason was only that India
was an enemy state.
Back in Calcutta, he
discussed with Brazen
Das. Das said, “My fellow
Bangalis of all religions
are
burning
under
tremendous humiliation.
The grave injustice of
every conceivable kind
that they had to endure
daily had turned them
against the concept of
Pakistan.”
Das added that the
upcoming election of
December would change
everything. He also said
that he wanted to know
the news from the Indian
contestants of the rally.
The first in the rally was
Mahendra Lal Wari, an
Indian. He shared with
Ghosh how he was
accepted by the ordinary
Bengalis, knowing that
he understands Hindi and
Bengla.
This was the news that
in
the
neighboring
state, the Bengalis are
changing their mindset.
Cub reporter Manas
Ghosh understood that,
but the journalists of his
previous generation did
not understand it. He was
reprimanded when he
tried to report the matter.
Relatively young Sunanda
Dutt Roy used to manage
Statesman on Sunday. He
asked Manas Ghosh to
write on it. A week later,
‘When Brother meets
Brother’ was published
on
the
Statesman’s
Sunday page. This title
gave a rough indication
of what was going to
happen and received a lot
of praise. Manas Ghosh
became a well-known
journalist. He fell in love
with Bangladesh. The
journey that started with
Bangladesh is still going
on.
There is also a chapter on
the Liberation War and
Indian Muslims in this
book. Just as Fakhruddin
was in opposition at the
Center, Abdus Sattar
and Joynal Abedin were
two ministers in the
Congress cabinet in West
Bengal. They openly said
that Indira Gandhi was
anti-Pakistan and antiMuslim. Despite this,
how they were in the
cabinet is a question.
Syed Badruddoza of the
Independent Democratic
Party and former minister

Golam Yazdani were
doing the same.
In some cases, their
influence
in
the
border areas caused
adverse reactions. The
government
arrested
them once. Even after
the independence of
Bangladesh, they were
not without them. Later,
they were released at the
request of Bangabandhu.
We did not know this
information.
In this context, Ghosh
has mentioned an incident
of H T Imam. He was
crossing
the border
through West Dinajpur.
His wife was pregnant
with a child. He went to
the first house he saw and
asked for shelter, revealing
his identity. The landlord
was a Muslim; he did
not shelter him. Several
Muslims in a row denied
him to give protection.
Later, he took shelter in
a Hindu cowshed. That
night his wife gave birth
to their son there.
On the other hand, the
Bangladesh government
formed the Mukti Bahini
with the help of the
Indian government. The
contribution of Major
General Shahbeg Singh
and Brigadier Sant Singh
in the training of this
force has been described
in detail. However, the
officers of the regular
troops of Bangladesh
had a negative attitude
towards this. Manasda
has mentioned the reason
for this. General Osmani
told him, DP Dhar, P.N.
Haksar, Lt. J. Jagjit Singh
Aurora, and Lt. J. Jacob
did not treat high-ranking
officials of Bangladesh
well. Mr. Dhar used
to keep them seated
even after making an
appointment. DP Dhar
used to do the same with
Osmani. I wrote about
this at the beginning, so I
did not mention it again.
Manas Ghosh wrote that
while visiting the training
of
freedom fighters
in Raiganj, Chakulia,
he heard anti-Indian
trainer comments from
Bangladesh army officers.
When he tells them, why
aren’t they training? Then
they said they didn’t
have that time. And
who will fight with the
leadership of the freedom
fighters? Speaking to
Kamruzzaman, a minister
in
the
Mujibnagar
government, he said the
young officers could
not give up the Pakistani
mentality. This trend
was still in force after
independence. As a result,

Manas Ghosh
Bangabandhu and his known to all.
family had to be martyred. Manas Ghosh writes
Z i a - E r s h a d - K h a l e d a about his regret in the
ruled Bangladesh for last chapter of the book
three decades.
. On the one hand, his
The author gives a book is a brief history
detailed
account
of of the Liberation War of
the
opposition
and Bangladesh and memoirs
conspiracy of Khandaker in 1971. On the other
Mushtaq and his gangs hand, it also describes
against Tajuddin. The how a young reporter can
poster promoted by establish himself through
the
government
of his work and action.
Bangladesh [We are Manas Ghosh believed
Bengalis]
has
been
the Liberation War
criticized. He used to in
and
not only the nine
thwart secularism in months,
but he still had
front of the freedom a firm position
fighters and say, you a secular nationtoinbuild
the
Muslims, don’t talk about liberation war. When the
secularism for the sake of Bengalis deviated from
Allah. Only God is God.
this norm, it upsets him.
We should talk about He also overwhelms and
Tajuddin Ahmed in this praises the success of the
context. For various country. Many interviews
political reasons, he of Sheikh Hasina taken
remained almost silent by him are proof of this.
in the history of our Peter
Hazelhurst,
a
country’s Liberation War. well-known
journalist
The Indian policymakers in The Times, read
knew of the conspiracies Manas Ghosh’s reports
against Tajuddin. One on the Liberation War
of them told Ghosh that in 1971 and wrote to
at that time [1971], there the Statesman, saying,
was no one in the Awami ‘Your Manas Ghosh
League except Tajuddin has become a Journalist
to lead the Liberation turned Muktijoddha.’
War.
is true; the freedom
The freedom fighters are That
fighters
are still respected
fighting; the Mujibnagar in
Bangladesh,
the
government is conspiring Liberation War still makes
against it internally, the people emotional, and
people, in general, are that is why we consider
frustrated, China and Manas Ghosh as one
America
are
openly of us, as a freedom
opposing
India.
By
Manas Ghosh
August, guerrilla activity fighters.
was
in
Dhaka
1972-75.
had increased. Observing This period isinthe
most
this activity, Manas Ghosh important and eventful
went to Sarada in Rajshahi time in Bangladesh. So,
with the freedom fighters we can expect him to
on 14 August to attack write a book about that
the police academy. They period to complement the
were suddenly attacked current one.
by Pakistani forces there.
The freedom fighters Joy Bangla! Joy Manas
retreated in a state of life Ghosh!
and death. BSF gunboats
rescued them. Once
again, Manas Ghosh [The article is taken from
survived. When the the preface of Manas
Soviet-India alliance was Ghosh’s upcoming book
signed, India’s position Bangladesh War: Report from
became stronger. Indira Ground Zero. Muntassir
gained the full support Mamoon
wrote
the
of the people of India. preface,
Bangabandhu
And Indira took firm Chair, University of
steps to implement her Chittagong.]
policy. On 3 December,
Pakistan invaded India.
Its subsequent history is
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